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In the name of the Allah, The Beneficent, The Merciful  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Usual Treatment of Debts 

 

Firstly, if one has an outstanding debt that is in excess of one’s zakaatable assets then the 

normal rule is that such assets are not liable for zakah.  This is the ruling given by Usman � 

in a sermon during month of Ramadhaan in the presence of many noble companions without 

any record of any dissenting voice.  It is also the reported opinion of Ibn ‘Abbaas, Ibn ‘Umar, 

Taa’us, ‘Ataa’ � and many other notable pious predecessors. 
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The rationale to this ruling expounded by the fuqahaa’ is that to settle one’s outstanding debt 

is a basic necessity, and while such assets are engaged by one’s basic necessity one cannot be 

said to possess wealth.  The reason it is a basic necessity is that one is able to pay off one’s 

debt and thus safeguard oneself from physical and psychological harm, harassment and 

detention etc from one’s creditors.  The ownership of the debtor in the amount owed as debt 

is also defective as his creditors are permitted to recover their debt without requiring 

recourse to a court ruling or the debtor’s consent.  The debtor’s possession is akin to that of 

usurped property or property in trust. 
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The earlier fuqahaa’ have generally considered this ruling to apply equally to immediately 

payable [i.e., short term] debts as well as deferred [i.e., long term] debts.  This has been 

affirmed to be the correct opinion as mentioned in al-Fataawaa al-‘Aaalamghiriyyah. 
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However, there have also been some latter fuqahaa’ that have differentiated between the two, 

and have not considered deferred debts to be deductible from zakaatable assets as mentioned 

in al-Fataawaa al-Siraajiyyah. 
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Deferred Dower   ����� ����   

 

The discussion of most Hanafi works has centred almost exclusively on deferred dower [al-

mahr al-mu’ajjal - W�'P� 2�P� ] with some mentioning the period of maturity as death or divorce.  

i.e., the deferred dower is payable in the advent of death or divorce.  There are three 

principal opinions mentioned in this discussion: 

 

1. Both immediately payable (prompt) dower [al-mahr al-mu‘ajjal – W�
P� 2�P� ] and deferred 

dower [al-mahr al-mu’ajjal - W�'P� 2�P� ] are deductible from zakaatable assets.  This is the 

primary opinion of the Hanafi fuqahaa’. 

2. Immediately payable (prompt) dower [al-mahr al-mu‘ajjal – W�
P� 2�P� ] is deductible but 

deferred dower [al-mahr al-mu’ajjal - W�'P� 2�P� ] is not deductible as the latter is not 

customarily demanded.  This is the opinion of some Hanafi fuqahaa’.  Al-Qohistani has 
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quoted this to be the correct opinion from Jawaahir al-Fataawaa as reported by al-

Tahtaawi. 

3. If the husband maintains the intention to pay the deferred dower [al-mahr al-mu’ajjal - 

W�'P� 2�P� ] it is deductible, otherwise it is not as it is not considered to be a debt.  Imam 

al-Bazdawi has reported this opinion from his teachers. 
 

However, in reality there is no material difference between the last two opinions as the 

reason that deferred dower [al-mahr al-mu’ajjal - W�'P� 2�P� ] is not considered to be deductible is 

that, in practice, it is not demanded and the husband is not normally expected or does not 

expect to pay.  Therefore, it cannot be said to be from one’s basic necessities as there is no 

fear of physical and psychological harm, harassment and detention from one’s wife. 
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Ibn ‘Aabideen has recorded from al-Mi‘raaj that it is reported from Imam Abu Hanifah that 

deferred debt is not deductible, while al-Sadr al-Shaheed has stated that there is no narration 

in this regard.  If deferred debt is deemed deductible, it is justified and if it is deemed non-

deductible, then that also is justified.   
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Principles Established 

 

The above discussion has so far established the following points: 

 

1. The normal rule is that outstanding debts are deductible from one’s zakaatable assets. 

2. This rule is based on the ruling of Usman � in the presence of many noble 

companions and is also attributed to Ibn ‘Abbaas, Ibn ‘Umar, Taa’us, ‘Ataa’ � and 

many other notable pious predecessors. 

3. The rationale/causative factor to this ruling is that to settle one’s outstanding debt is a 

basic necessity in order to protect from punitive measures from one’s creditors.  The 

debtor’s ownership of his assets is defective to the extent of the debt and his 

possession is akin to that of usurped property or property in trust. 

4. While earlier fuqahaa’ have given a general ruling, many latter  fuqahaa’ have 

considered deferred dower [al-mahr al-mu’ajjal - W�'P� 2�P� ] to be exempt from this 

general provision on account of it ultimately not being considered a debt as it is not 

customarily demanded or paid. 

 

Long-term Commercial and Personal Loans 

 

If the issue of deferred dower [al-mahr al-mu’ajjal - W�'P� 2�P� ] is utilised as a corollary  for long 

term commercial and personal loans, then according to the position of many latter  fuqahaa’ 

and the rationale presented by them, the entire sum of outstanding loan will not be deducted 

from one’s zakaatable assets in order to arrive at one’s liability of Zakāh.  Only the 

outstanding instalments payable for the coming lunar year will be deducted.  The basis of this 

ruling is that it is only the latter sum that is being demanded until the next potential Zakāh 

liability date, and payment of which provides safeguard from any punitive measure from 

one’s creditors.  Settlement of the remaining outstanding amount is not from one’s basic 

necessity, as there is no demand for payment of the latter for the coming lunar year.  
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There are also additional considerations which seem to necessitate that this be the preferred 

ruling. 

 

1. Long term commercial and personal loans have become the normative practice of 

modern society today, and it is generally the more affluent members of society, 

sometimes leaving very lavish lifestyles, who are able to gain approval for such loans.  

Commercial loans are utilised to generate further income through investment etc, with 

the returns being greater than the instalments payable.  Many entrepreneurs have 

more than one commercial loan invested in many different business ventures 

generating further returns.  If the entire outstanding sum of the loans is deemed 

deductible from their zakaatable assets, such wealthy entrepreneurs, despite their huge 

earnings and lavish lifestyles, will not only not be liable for Zakāh; they may even be 

eligible to receive it!  In the same manner, one who has taken a loan to purchase a 

house will enjoy the benefits of the house, live an affluent life, but not be liable for 

Zakāh, and on the contrary may even be eligible to receive it! 

 

2. If long term debts are deemed to be deductible from zakaatable assets, the poor will 

not receive their rightful due and the welfare system of Zakāh will be seriously 

incapacitated.  It is also an established principle that if there are two options regarding 

liability of Zakāh, the option that best serves the interests of the poor should be 

adopted.  One example is stock in trade.  If, when valued according to the nisaab  

(quantum) of gold [7.5 tolas or 87.48 grams] it does not reach the zakaatable amount, 

but when valued according to the nisaab of silver [52.5 tolas or 612.36 grams] it does 

become liable to Zakāh, the nisaab of silver will prevail as this serves the interests of the 

poor.  Therefore, only outstanding instalments payable for the coming lunar year will 

be deducted from one’s zakaatable assets as this method best serves the interests of the 

poor. 
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3. It is superior to exercise prudence in matters of worship to ensure that one is absolved 

of one’s obligations without leaving room for doubt.  Therefore, if only the  sum of the 

outstanding instalments payable for the coming lunar year are deemed deductible 

from one’s zakaatable assets, one will definitely be absolved of one’s Zakāh liability. 

 

Therefore, in order to calculate one’s Zakāh liability, one should only deduct the outstanding 

instalments payable for the coming lunar year. 
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